
BIG: Research 

Task A: Gather 4 images of work of 
Angie Lewin 

Task B: Identify 3 key words to 
describe her style of printing. 

Task C: What is the topic of her 
artwork, the concept? (Theme)



Angie 

Lewin 
https://www.

youtube.com

/watch?v=4L

hvoC8n_N8

https://www.

youtube.com

/watch?v=0s

ZwzBcjvtE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LhvoC8n_N8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0sZwzBcjvtE


Tasks  
1. Artist Layout page 
2. Critical analysis of Angie Lewin work 
3. Observational drawings 
4. Watercolour observations 
5. Collage 
6. Design Developments 
7. Final Design 
8. Lino print 
9. Evaluations 



Task A0 Y/N WWW EBI

Artist research Angie Lewin A01

Critical analysis of Angie Lewin work A01

Observational drawings A03

Watercolour observations A03

Collage A03

Design Developments 
Final Design 

A03 
A04 

Lino Print 
Evaluations 

A04 



LF: To develop our knowledge of the artist Angie Lewin. 

Task 1) Artist layout page 

Task 2) Critical analysis 

Extension of learning: 
Develop a mood board of Angie 
Lewin’s work 

Research 
(AO1)

1
-4

• Minimal ability to develop ideas 
through artist investigations. 
• Minimal ability to demonstrate
analysis of artist / cultural research. 

5
-1

2

•A moderate ability to effectively 
develop ideas through artist
investigations.
• A moderate ability to demonstrate 
critical understanding of artist
research.

1
2

-1
6

• A consistent ability to effectively 
develop ideas through purposeful 
investigations.
• A consistent ability to demonstrate 
critical understanding of artist
research.



Artist Research page 
Designer Research (double page?)
Depends how big you work?
• Clear title
• Images of the designers work
• Analysis of the designers work
• A textiles sample inspired by 

your photographs in the style of 
your designer

• Evaluation of your sample
• Higher Levels will include initial 

idea sketches.



Angie 
Lewin

Videos:

https://www.

youtube.com

/watch?v=4L

hvoC8n_N8

https://www.

youtube.com

/watch?v=0s

ZwzBcjvtE

Watch the videos below and write down some things that you notice about 
her work.
Use the Critical Analysis guide (slide 6 & 7, or 8), her website and the article on 
Creative Boom  to help you create an artist page using your own words unless 
you are including a quote. Leave gaps for images if you don’t have access to a 
printer or draw your own version.
https://www.angielewin.co.uk/pages/about-my-work
https://www.creativeboom.com/features/angie-lewin/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LhvoC8n_N8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LhvoC8n_N8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0sZwzBcjvtE
https://www.angielewin.co.uk/pages/about-my-work
https://www.creativeboom.com/features/angie-lewin/


Artist Angie Lewin on painting, printmaking and native plant life 
Written by Tom May
Renowned printmaker, painter and designer Angie Lewin uses a range of techniques 
including linocut, wood engraving, and screen printing to produce her evocative art. Her 
work is inspired by the clifftops and saltmarshes of the North Norfolk coast and the Scottish 
Highlands, whose environments and flora she depicts in intricate detail.
This year, she's become a curator too, developing an exhibition for Hampshire Cultural Trust, Angie 
Lewin: A Printmaker's Journey, which showcases works that have inspired and influenced her 
alongside her own art. In this interview, Lewin reveals her creative process, her inspirations and what 
she loves about her work.
Where does your love of British plant life stem from?
Walking and sketching have been something that I’ve always done. When I was very young, I'd go on 
sketching trips with my best friend, in the countryside surrounding the village where we lived in 
Cheshire. 
Another influence was a project at primary school to study the wildflowers in the school grounds. We 
were each given a square frame about 50cm x 50cm. We laid it on the ground and were asked to 
name the different species growing within this small area. 
I was fascinated by the huge variety of different plant species and insects. I’m sure that this instilled in 
me a need to be outdoors and to make a record of the landscape and plants around me.

Article extracts 
From Creative 
Boom
https://www.creati
veboom.com/featu
res/angie-lewin/
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https://www.creativeboom.com/contributors/tom-may/
http://www.angielewin.co.uk/


You’re known for the fine horticultural detail in your artwork. Why is that important to you?
I’ve always been attracted to native plants and those that are often considered to be weeds. The most insignificant plants 
can have the most incredible structures, which are just as exciting as the more exotic species. I don’t aim for botanical 
accuracy, but like to try to capture the essence of a plant. 
I also like to study the plants in detail, to try to capture all the subtle variations within the same species. It’s easy to fall 
into the trap of becoming so familiar with your subject that you stop looking properly and develop a ‘shorthand’ way of 
depicting it. So I draw and redraw to ensure I see it afresh each time I create a new print or watercolour.
Which artists have most influenced your work?
I’m probably most influenced by artists who work as designers too. I trained in fine art but was given an illustration 
commission when I was still at college. I found applying my printmaking skills to different media exciting and a really 
enjoyable challenge. For this reason, artists such as Edward Bawden, Eric Ravilious, Henry Moore and John Piper have 
been important to me, as they applied their uniquely recognisable work to textiles, ceramics, and graphic design.
How do you choose which printmaking technique to use for a particular artwork?
This is always quite a hard question to answer. When I make a sketch, it somehow suggests the kind of print process that 
will look best. If I hope to create an intimate and detailed image, I'll probably create a wood engraving. But sometimes I 
might want to retain the shading and texture of my sketches and so would then work on textured clear film with 
lithographic crayons and inks to create artwork for a screenprint or lithograph.
If you could have a conversation with your younger self, what would you tell her?
I enjoyed art school enormously, and did work very hard. However, I didn’t really find out about how interesting my 
tutors’ work was until several years after I’d left. I wish I could go back and ask them more about their own work and 
inspirations.
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Art work analysis 



Process

What materials do you think have been used to make this 
art? How has the material been used, by the artist? How 
long do you think this image took to produce and what has 
led you to believe this? Do you think the artist work from 
first hand or from source materials such as sketches and 
photos and why?

Analogies relating to process

Imagine you were making this piece of work. How would 
you start? What references would you need to get? What 
materials and processes could you use? How long would it 
take you? Compare the production of this work to another 
activity you are aware of such as mending something, 
breaking something or making something.

Keywords:
Layers. Media. Relief. 

Observational Drawing. Carving. Printing

Content
Describe what the art work shows you. 
What is in the picture or design? Which 
part is your eye drawn to first and why? 
Describe how many parts there are to 
the image, what it is made up of and 
how these sections connect or relate to 
other parts of the image. 
Analogies relating to the content
Imagine you can step into the image -
What can you hear? What can you 
smell? What is it in the image that has 
given you this idea? Describe an event 
in your life where you have heard such 
a sound before.

Keywords:
Background. Foreground. Mid-

ground. Layers. Distance. Perspective. 
Environment. Nature. Focal point. 

Scale. Size.    
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Form

Describe which is the most important element 
of what you see, colour, tone, shape, scale, 
texture, pattern and how what you see gives 
you this idea. What types or combinations of 
colours have been used? How does this 
connect with your knowledge of colour theory? 

Analogies relating to form

Imagine you could reach out your hand and 
touch parts of the artwork. Describe the 
shapes, angles, textures and forms used by 
comparing them to things you have touched in 
the past. What temperature would it be like?

Keywords:
Primary, secondary, tertiary colours. 
Complimentary. Harmonious. Subtle. 

Illustrated. Expressive. Rhythm. Busy. Calm. 
Proportion. 

Mood

How would you describe 
your personal, emotional 
response to the work? How 
does it capture a mood or 
atmosphere? 

Analogies relating to Mood

Imagine you could taste this 
image, what would it taste 
like? Describe how it 
reminds you of an 
experience in your life or an 
experience you have heard 
about.

Keywords:
Claustrophobia. Excited

Reflective. Calm. Soothing

In Depth Critical Analysis Page 2 Activity 2



Critical Analysis (simplified version)
Content- What can you see in the picture? Describe it…
Describe what is in the picture- foreground, midground, background? 
landscapes/ flowers/ leaves/seed pods/grasses/nature/colours/ simplified/ basic/ 
pattern
Form- what colours, shapes and types of lines do you see? 
light/ bold/ bright/ subtle/ soft/ natural/ Light and dark areas (specify where)/ 
faded/geometric shapes/ pattern/ repetition/ natural etc.
Technique/Process- how has she made the work? Can you work out how she has 
constructed her work? 
Media- can you see any marks made? Evidence of media? 
Drawing from observation/ stylised flowers/Printing/ carving/ block printing inks/ 
layered
Mood- how does the work make you feel?

What assumptions can you make from what you have seen? 
Your opinion is important- what do you think of her work? Do you have any 
questions about it? What does it make you think about? Why??
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Writing about Art 

Write the NAME and TITLE of the work.

CONTENT—Looking at the subject of the work

What is it? What can you see? Describe. What is happening? 

What does the artist call the work? Does this change your view?

Describe the composition (layout). Is there a theme?

FORM—The formal elements

What colours are used? Why and how are they organised?

What shapes can you find? What lines, marks are used? 

What is the surface like? Are there textures, tones or patterns?

PROCESS—How has the work been put together?

What materials have been used?

What stages were used when making it? 

Do you think it is from observation or Imagination?

MOOD — Communication and feelings

How does the work make you feel? Why do you feel like this?

Does the colour, texture or theme effect your mood? Why?

What is the artist saying? Is there a message to the work?

Finally. Do you like the work? Why?

Writing about Art - Wordframe

CONTENT—Looking at the subject of the work

The name of this piece of work is …………….. and it was created by ………………... In this 

picture I can see ………………………. . I think that the artist called the work 

…………………………. because ……………………… . In the foreground there is …………………… and 

the background is ………........... The artist might have made this composition because 

…………. .

FORM—The formal elements

The colours are ………………. . The main colour is …………………… . The artist has organised 

by ……………………… . The main shapes in the pictures are ………………………………. and the 

way that the artist drew the lines are …………… . If I was to run my hand over the work it 

might feel ……………… and the tones and patterns are ………………….. .

PROCESS—How has the work been put together?

The piece of work has been made using …………………………. . I think that to begin with the 

artist ………………………. then they …………………. . To make the work the artist took 

inspiration from ………………………… . I think this because ……………………………… .

MOOD — Communication and feelings

This piece of work makes me feel ……………………. The colour, texture and theme make me 

feel this way because ………………………. . I think that the message that the artist is trying 

to give is ………………………… . This is because ……………………………………… .

Finally. Do you like the work? Why?

My opinion of this work is ……………………… because ………………………. .

Activity 2 - Writing frame  


